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Priority Asset Utilization in Parallel Replacement Analysis 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Definition 

The economic life of an asset ends when continued use of the asset would cost 

more than purchasing a replacement. Economic replacement analysis can be used to 

determine the optimal age of replacement and to choose the best replacement alternative. 

The measure frequently used to determine optimal replacement age is equivalent 

annual cost (EAC), which may also be referred to as a rent or payment. This measure is 

obtained by adding all costs over the lifetime of an asset, discounted to the time of 

purchase, and dividing by the number of years in service. 

One application of economic replacement analysis is management of a motor 

vehicle pool as performed by Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Fleet 

Services. As vehicles age, a decision must be made whether to continue maintaining the 

existing vehicle or to purchase a new vehicle. Replacement analysis can also be applied 

to production equipment used in a factory and many other situations. 

Countless improvements have extended economic replacement models over the 

years, but many build upon a relatively simple basic model. This model analyzes the case 

of a single asset. It assumes that annual operating and maintenance (O&M) costs increase 

as the asset ages; this results in an upward curve for that portion of the EAC. On the other 

hand, the portion of the EAC made up by the initial capital investment is ever-decreasing, 

as upfront costs get spread over a longer period of time. Adding these two components 
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together (to get the total EAC) results in a U-shaped curve – making the minimum 

relatively easily to find (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Basic replacement model 

An examination of data from the ODOT fleet turns up many cases where 

maintenance costs do not show a smooth increase over time, however. ODOT breaks 

maintenance costs into three categories: operating costs (fuel and motor oil), fixed costs 

(insurance), and repair costs. Figure 2 plots average operating, fixed, and repair costs 

with respect to age, after adjustment using relevant consumer price indices (Kriett, 2008). 

The data includes costs for over 300 heavy diesel trucks. 
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Figure 2: Average maintenance costs, heavy diesel trucks 

In this case, the total cost curve for the “average vehicle” peaks, then declines 

with age. If this data were used to compute an economic life for vehicles in this fleet (an 

age standard) the O&M component of the EAC curve would not steadily increase, and 

the total EAC curve would not be U-shaped. This implies that an asset has economic 

immortality! 

It is important to keep in mind that Figure 2 refers to pool-wide average data. 

Data for individual assets shows a wide degree of variation. Nevertheless, the same 

general trend can be observed when all of the data is considered. Figure 3 shows an 

example for operating costs. 
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Figure 3: Operating costs vs. age, individual asset data from ODOT 

In the average asset case, a relatively steady decreasing trend can also be observed 

with regard to annual mileage driven, analogous to a declining utilization of the asset 

over time. At ODOT, work crew preference for using the newest vehicle available may 

be a practical explanation for the trend observed. Dependence of O&M costs on 

utilization could explain their eventual decline. However, in a multiple asset situation 

with constant total demand, reduced utilization of one asset would need to be offset by 

increased utilization of another asset in order to maintain the desired level of service, 

implying an interdependence of assets with respect to utilization. This illustrates a 

significant difference between using a single versus a parallel asset replacement model to 

represent such a situation. The above implication of unlimited economic life would be 
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contradicted, since all assets could not simultaneously remain in the low-utilization phase 

of life. 

This study investigated situations in which multiple assets provide capacity that 

exceeds demand. If jobs arrive at random intervals, excess capacity is desirable in order 

to limit the number of jobs queued or turned away. In this type of situation, there is also 

flexibility in how work is assigned amongst assets. The research question addressed in 

this study was, “how do different policies of allocating work to multiple assets affect the 

optimal asset replacement age and the total cost of operation?” 

Two primary policies for allocating work across multiple assets were investigated. 

The first approach, or the “random” approach, assigns a newly arrived to job to any 

available asset (with equal probability of choosing each). The second approach, or 

“newest first” approach, is similar to what has been observed at ODOT. Under this 

policy, a new job is always assigned to the newest available asset. Ties result in random 

allocation, with each of the newest available assets assigned an equal probability (other 

assets are assigned a probability of zero).  

Related Research 

Replacement models that treat utilization as a variable do exist. Bethuyne (1998) 

looked at replacement based not only on age, but on output rate. If an asset is utilized at a 

constant rate that is less than its full capacity, its lifetime can be prolonged, resulting in a 

lower EAC. The same results can be obtained by utilizing an asset at its full capacity until 

the end of its economic life, then continuing to use it at a reduced level. A key 

consideration here is that reduced utilization of a single asset does not provide the same 
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level of service. The author did not explore the impact of these effects on a multiple-asset 

problem. 

Hartman (2001) defined a single-asset model with discrete variable asset 

utilization. Utilization was probabilistic and depended upon utilization in the previous 

period (resulting in a Markov chain-like relationship). Cumulative usage was also taken 

into account when calculating costs. 

As appears to be the case for ODOT’s heavy diesel trucks, it is important to 

consider the interactions between multiple assets in a replacement model. Several papers 

have been published investigating these types of parallel replacement problems. In such 

cases, multiple assets share the responsibility of meeting demand. Multiple replacement 

decisions are complicated by a variety of interdependent relationships between assets. 

Karabakal et al. (1994) used a parallel replacement model to study the 

interdependence of replacement decisions under capital rationing constraints, but did not 

investigate other aspects of the multiple-asset problem. Capital constraints are relevant 

considering that many replacement decisions are made within the context of a limited 

budget. 

Hartman (1999, 2004) studied multiple-asset replacement problems with a focus 

on optimally allocating usage amongst assets. Hartman (1999) developed a multiple-asset 

integer programming model treating utilization as a decision variable to be optimized 

across multiple assets. Hartman (2004) more recently applied a dynamic programming 

approach, including an O&M cost function that assumed costs were non-decreasing in 

utilization level (u), age (i), and cumulative utilization (j). Much of the paper was limited 

to a two-asset case. Optimization problems become increasingly difficult to solve as the 
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number of integer variables grow, particularly if each additional variable is reflected 

across multiple dimensions. Due to this “curse of dimensionality,” the author’s dynamic 

programming approach encountered difficulties when applied to a greater number of 

assets. 
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ANALYSIS OF COSTS FOR DIFFERING WORK ALLOCATION POLICIES 

First the question of how maintenance costs vary under different work allocation 

policies was addressed. To facilitate the analysis, all costs were assumed to fall into one 

or a combination of the following cost categories: constant, age-dependent, and/or usage-

dependent. A constant annual cost was defined to remain the same from year to year, 

regardless of the age of the asset or how much it has been used. A vehicle-related 

example could be insurance costs. In this sense, a constant annual cost varies from a 

typical fixed cost. Fixed costs might be better included as part of the asset’s capital costs. 

Age-dependent annual costs were defined to depend only upon the age of the asset. It 

may be difficult to separate out costs that are strictly age-dependent in most practical 

cases, as a usage-related component is likely present as well. 

Usage-dependent costs were split into two categories. The first category was 

defined to include costs that were dependent only upon annual usage. An example might 

be fuel costs for a vehicle, which are directly related to how much that vehicle was driven 

in a given year. The second category was cumulative usage-dependent costs. These costs 

were defined to depend upon how much an asset had been used over its entire life to date. 

Repair costs for a vehicle could fall into this category, but it is important to note that 

many real costs likely cover a territory that includes more than one cost category (repair 

costs possibly included). Figure 4 gives a visual representation of the relationships 

between annual cost categories. 
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Figure 4: Annual maintenance cost categories 

Costs were studied under a fixed age replacement policy. Under this type of 

policy, an asset that reached the maximum (replacement) age was replaced regardless of 

other factors (e.g., how much it had been used over its lifetime). The maximum age was 

the same under the two work allocation policies investigated. 

Usage Versus Age Under Varying Job Allocation Policies 

Two distinct patterns for the usage versus age curve of individual assets may be 

observed upon consideration of the two job allocation policies described above (i.e., 

random or newest first). In the random job allocation case, utilization remains the same 

from year to year with minor fluctuations due to random effects. An asset has the same 

chance of being used at the beginning of its life as at the end of its life. Hence, a graph of 

annual usage versus age for an asset will approximate a straight line with a slope of zero. 

In the newest first job allocation case, an asset is generally assigned more jobs 

towards the beginning of its life and less towards the end of its life. Hence, its utilization 

is a non-increasing function with respect to age, again with minor fluctuations due to 
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random effects. The exact shape of the curve depends upon the composition of the entire 

pool of assets. In the extreme case where all of the assets are the same age, a duplication 

of the random allocation curve is observed, since there are no meaningful age 

distinctions. Also, in cases where capacity is closely matched to demand, there is not as 

significant of a decrease in the curve (since the oldest asset still gets considerable use). 

Bearing in mind these exceptions, a general idea of the difference between the curves can 

be observed in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Hypothesized usage vs. age, by allocation policy 

Constant, Age-Dependent, and Annual Usage-Dependent Costs 

The usage versus age curves from Figure 5 were used to predict how different job 

allocation policies affected each of the identified cost categories. 

Firstly, constant annual costs are not affected by a different lifetime usage 

distribution. Neither are costs that are strictly age-dependent. If usage plays no factor in 
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determining the cost, there is no reason why distributing usage differently over a lifetime 

of unchanged length should give different results. 

On the other hand, costs that are dependent only on annual usage follow a 

predictable pattern based upon the shape of the function used to determine costs. Hartman 

(2004) discussed a two-asset case where maximum per-asset utilization in a period was 

defined to be ū and total demand for the period was defined as dt. The author considered 

several cost curves as a function of annual usage, assuming smooth, non-decreasing 

curves as in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Cost as a function of annual usage (Hartman, 2004) 

In case (a), with marginally decreasing costs, costs were minimized by using one 

asset at full capacity (ū) and the second asset only enough to meet demand (dt – ū). One 

method of implementing this could be the newest first policy, assuming that age classes 

are adequately distributed. The newest first policy would clearly be preferable to the 

random policy in this case. Case (b), on the other hand, resulted in a situation where costs 

could be minimized through any linear combination of asset utilization, since the curve 

was linear. Pool-wide usage adds to meet total demand, which can be found on the curve 

directly. In this situation, neither the random nor the newest first job allocation policy has 

an advantage. Finally, in (c), marginally increasing costs demanded that each asset be 

used at the minimum level possible (both assets are used at the level of dt/2). This is 
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equivalent to the random allocation case, which results in lower total costs than the 

newest first policy for case (c). 

Cumulative Usage-Dependent Costs 

Costs that depend on cumulative usage introduced new complexity. Insight was 

gained by translating the usage versus age curve (Figure 5) into a graph of cumulative 

usage versus age, resulting in a graph similar to Figure 7. The new graph was generated 

by summing the annual usage for each year up to age t. If continuous values were used, 

an integral could have been taken instead. 

 

Figure 7: Hypothesized cumulative usage vs. age for an individual asset (a): fN(L*) = fR(L*) 

In Figure 7, fR(t) gives the cumulative utilization at time t under the random 

allocation policy and fN(t) gives the cumulative utilization at time t under the newest first 

allocation policy. L* was defined as the age at which an asset is replaced. It was observed 

that fN(t) ≥ fR(t) for 0 ≥ t ≥ L*. By assuming that annual cost as a function of cumulative 
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usage, CCU(f(t)), is non-decreasing, it was shown that CCU(fN(t)) ≥ CCU(fR(t)) for 0 ≥ t ≥ 

L*. Summing all annual CCU(f(t)) values under the newest first allocation policy results in 

greater or equal cost over the lifetime of the asset, since each term in the summation is 

greater than its equivalent under a random allocation policy. 

Figure 7 assumes a case where cumulative usage at the end of the asset’s life, t = 

L*, is equal under either job allocation policy. This might be true if the initial pool of 

assets is evenly distributed by age, but is unlikely if asset ages are unevenly distributed. 

Consider a case where a large group of assets are of nearly the same age. Some assets 

(i.e., the youngest among the large group) will have above-average cumulative usage at 

the end of their life, as represented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Hypothesized cumulative usage vs. age for an individual asset (b): fN(L*) > fR(L*) 

This case does not conflict with the above conclusions. In fact, the difference in 

costs between allocation methods is magnified. To the contrary, Figure 9 demonstrates a 

case where an asset may have below average cumulative usage at the end of its life. This 
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might occur if the asset is amongst the oldest of a large group of assets of nearly equal 

age. 

 

Figure 9: Hypothesized cumulative usage vs. age for an individual asset (c): fN(L*) < fR(L*) 

In this case, fN(t) ≥ fR(t) for 0 ≥ t ≥ t*, if t* is the point at which fN(t) and fR(t) 

intersect. After t*, however, the situation is reversed, with fR(t) ≥ fN(t) for t* ≥ t ≥ L*. 

Using the logic described before, CCU(fN(t)) ≥ CCU(fR(t)) for 0 ≥ t ≥ t*, but CCU(fR(t)) ≥ 

CCU(fN(t)) for t* ≥ t ≥ L*. A clear-cut determination cannot be made as to which 

allocation policy will result in the minimal cost over the lifetime of the asset. 

However, a conclusion was reached when costs were considered on a pool-wide 

basis. Since all assets are replaced at the same age, regardless of where they are in the age 

distribution of the initial pool, ongoing replacement results in a cycle with length equal to 

the replacement age, L*. If a snapshot of the pool is taken at any time t1 after the initial 

cycle, and again at t1 + L*, the age distribution of the assets within the pool is identical at 

both points in time. Due to this cycling, the interval between those two snapshots 
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encompasses what is equivalent to exactly one full lifetime for each asset, whether or not 

the lifetime for a particular asset starts at t1. If it is assumed that annual pool-wide 

demand remains constant, summing the cumulative usage at the end of all assets’ 

lifetimes will equal the total demand over the interval. Hence, the pool-wide cumulative 

utilization versus age curves for the newest first and random allocation policies have 

equal end points; that is, ∑fN(L*) = ∑fR(L*). Each fN(t) and fR(t) curve is non-decreasing, 

so ∑fN(t) and ∑fR(t) are also non-decreasing. If all assumptions hold true, then ∑fN(t) ≥ 

∑fR(t) for 0 ≥ t ≥ L* and CCU(∑fN(t)) ≥ CCU(∑fR(t)) for 0 ≥ t ≥ L*. Expressed in general 

terms, the newest first allocation policy results in costs greater than or equal to costs 

under the random allocation policy – regardless of the initial age distribution of the 

assets. 

Hypotheses 

Simulation was used to test hypotheses relating to the research question. 

Assumptions and reasoning are described in detail above. The specific hypotheses tested 

were the following: 

1. Pool-wide average annual asset usage under the random allocation policy 

will remain constant with respect to age. 

2. Pool-wide average annual asset usage under the newest first allocation 

policy will decrease with respect to age. 

3. Pool-wide average age-dependent costs will be equal under both allocation 

policies. 
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4. Pool-wide average annual usage-dependent costs will be equal under both 

allocation policies if the cost function is linear with respect to annual 

usage. 

5. Pool-wide average annual usage-dependent costs will be greater than or 

equal to costs under the random allocation policy if the cost function has 

negative concavity with respect to annual usage. 

6. Pool-wide average annual usage-dependent costs will be greater than or 

equal to costs under the newest first allocation policy if the cost function 

has positive concavity with respect to annual usage. 

7. Pool-wide average annual cumulative usage for an asset under the random 

policy will increase linearly with respect to age. 

8. Pool-wide average annual cumulative usage for an asset with respect to 

age under the newest first policy will be greater than or equal to pool-wide 

average annual cumulative usage for an asset with respect to age under the 

random policy. 

9. Pool-wide average annual cumulative usage-dependent costs for an asset 

with respect to age under the newest first policy will be greater than or 

equal to pool-wide average annual cumulative usage-dependent costs for 

an asset with respect to age under the random policy if the cost function is 

non-decreasing with respect to cumulative usage. 
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Comparison of Work Allocation Policies While Varying Replacement Age 

The behavior of pool-wide costs was contrasted between the two job allocation 

policies when a single, fixed replacement age was applied across the entire pool. In the 

basic economic replacement model, however, EAC is graphed against many potential 

replacement ages for an individual asset, as illustrated in Figure 1. The minimum of this 

curve identifies the optimal replacement age (i.e. the age that will result in the lowest 

total cost). 

How do pool-wide costs for the two job allocation policies vary with respect to 

replacement age? Due to the complexities of these calculations, simulation was used to 

study these effects. 
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METHOD 

Reasons for Simulation 

Statistical simulation provided a convenient method to compare different job 

allocation policies. Although it might have been possible to calculate expected 

utilizations for assets in a priority-based system (such as assigning jobs to the newest 

available asset) using queuing models, the calculations would have quickly become very 

laborious for a pool of any significant size. In a statistical simulation, the fairly simple 

logic behind different allocation policies was programmed to apply, based on the asset 

pool’s current state, upon the arrival of a new job. This also resulted in utilization that 

was measured based on jobs of varying length. Much of the existing literature relied upon 

measuring asset utilization in discrete increments. The expected effects for different job 

allocation policies on the total cost of maintaining a pool of assets were hypothesized. 

Simulation provided one manner in which these hypotheses could be tested. 

In the context of actual cost data, simulation could also be applied to determine 

how significant cost differences are between the allocation policies. Take a practical 

example: it was hypothesized that a newest first selection policy can frequently result in 

higher costs, and observations have indicated that this is how vehicles are commonly 

assigned within the ODOT pool (Kriett, 2008). If ODOT wanted to change its assignment 

policy to random, would the expected savings be worth the considerable effort involved? 

Making significant procedural changes in a large organization has a cost as well (e.g., the 

time supervisors must spend enforcing the new policy). Kobbacy et al. (1994) used a 
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statistical simulation to conduct sensitivity analysis for a single asset replacement 

problem. In this study, statistical simulation was applied to a multiple asset case. 

Simulation Structure 

The statistical simulation was programmed using Visual Basic 2008 Express 

Edition. Simulation parameters were pulled from a Microsoft Access database. 

Simulation output data was exported to the same database for further analysis. The core 

functionality of the simulation was based upon maintaining a list of three classes of 

events: year end, replacements, and other. These event classes are defined in the next 

section. 

Year End Event 

For each asset, usage and costs from the previous year were recorded in the 

simulation. Cumulative usage for each asset was also tracked continuously. Any number 

of annual costs could be specified as parameters, and they were all calculated and 

recorded separately. Parameters for each cost included the following: 

 Cost type (constant, age-dependent, annual usage-dependent, or cumulative 

usage-dependent) 

 Cost concavity for non-constant costs (zero/linear, positive, or negative) 

 Exponential growth rate for non-linear costs 

All non-linear costs used the formulas below, where r was the exponential growth 

rate and x was the independent variable (e.g., age, annual usage, cumulative usage, etc.). 
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Positive concavity: e
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These formulas were adjusted to result in a cost of 0 when x = 0 and a cost of 1 

when x = 1. If the cost being represented had an intercept (i.e., the cost did not equal zero 

when x = 0), the intercept could be represented using a separate constant cost. A higher 

exponential growth rate results in a curve that deviates more from the linear cost 

function. An example with an exponential growth rate of three (r = 3) can be observed in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Cost function curves for r = 3 
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 Replacement cycle frequency, in years 

 Maximum age (requires replacement) 

 Maximum cumulative usage (requires replacement) 

 Minimum age for replacement 

 Minimum cumulative usage for replacement 

 Maximum replacement quantity (could be superseded by replacements for 

maximum age or cumulative usage) 

 Weighting assigned to age in selecting replacements (applied to standard 

deviations from pool mean) 

 Weighting assigned to cumulative usage in selecting replacements (applied to 

standard deviations from pool mean) 

Other Events 

A simulation end event was used to mark the end of the simulation. The 

occurrence of this type of event cleared any events remaining in the queue. Output data 

was then recorded to the database for analysis. 

Jobs arrived in the form of job arrival events. Jobs had exponentially distributed 

arrival times with the mean rate of arrival specified as a parameter. There was no job 

queue; if all assets were busy and new job arrived, the job was rejected. The rate of 

rejection was recorded. When a job arrived, it was assigned using one of two allocation 

schemes: newest first or random. The allocation scheme was specified as a parameter. 

When a job was assigned, a corresponding job departure event would be added to 

the queue. Jobs had exponentially distributed service times with the mean service rate 
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specified as a parameter. Upon occurrence of a job departure event, the relevant asset was 

again made available for use. Departure events for assets that had since been retired were 

ignored. 

Experiment 1: Annual Usage and Cumulative Usage Costs 

Purpose 

The purpose of the first experiment was to test the relationships between annual 

and cumulative usage-dependent costs for the two job allocation policies, under fixed-age 

replacement. 

Construction 

A maximum replacement age was set at 20 years. All other replacement 

parameters were turned off to result in a simple, fixed-age replacement scenario. Six 

costs were calculated for each replication: 

 Linear annual usage-dependent cost 

 Negative concavity annual usage-dependent cost (exponential growth rate of 3)  

 Positive concavity annual usage-dependent cost (exponential growth rate of 3) 

 Linear cumulative usage-dependent cost 

 Negative concavity cumulative usage-dependent cost (exponential growth rate of 

3)  

 Positive concavity cumulative usage-dependent cost (exponential growth rate of 

3) 
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The initial pool of assets was constructed based on ODOT data for heavy diesel 

trucks. A discrete distribution for asset age was assembled based on the current state of 

the ODOT fleet (Figure 11). Asset ages were randomly chosen from this distribution to 

assemble an initial pool of 20 assets (Figure 12). Each asset was assigned an initial 

cumulative utilization based on the average ODOT value for a heavy diesel truck of that 

age. 

 

Figure 11: Distribution from which initial asset pool ages were selected 

 

Figure 12: Age makeup of initial asset pool used in experiment 1 
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An asset’s annual usage under the newest first job allocation policy is dependent 

upon its age rank, or priority class, relative to the entire pool (with minor variation due to 

random job arrivals). If a particular asset is the newest of all assets in the pool, it will 

have the top priority for assignment to a new job (it will have the highest rank). Likewise, 

the oldest asset in the pool will have the lowest priority for assignment to a new job. 

Since all assets within the pool are replaced with the same frequency, a plot of annual 

usage versus age for an asset is identical to the plot for its replacement. For example, 

consider Table 1. The asset with an initial age of 2 is the oldest asset in the pool in year 2. 

Five years later (the replacement age in this example), in year 7, it is again the oldest 

asset in the pool. 

Table 1: Age of assets within a pool over time under fixed-age replacement 

  Year 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

(I
n
it

ia
l 

A
g
e)

 

(0) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

(2) 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 

(4) 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 

 

Because of this effect, a time interval of length equal to the replacement age 

represents a cycle of asset states that is repeated indefinitely. Therefore, it was not 

necessary to generate more than one cycle of data in order to analyze costs that were 

dependent upon annual usage. 

However, analysis of cumulative usage-dependent costs required at least two 

cycles of data. Since cumulative usage is simply a summation of all annual usage values 

up to that point, it also stays the same from cycle to cycle. However, values in the first 

cycle differ since each asset in the initial pool is assigned an initial cumulative usage. 
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This cumulative usage value may differ from the cumulative usage that the asset would 

have accumulated over a regular cycle in the simulation. Cumulative usage for all assets 

in the second cycle and beyond will have been generated through simulation, and hence 

will be the same from cycle to cycle. Any cycle after the first cycle was defined as a 

“stable” cycle. 

Since the fixed replacement age was set to 20 years in experiment 1, each 

replication was run for a length of 60 years to ensure data collection over two stable 

cycles as well as the initial cycle. Thirty replications were run under each job allocation 

scheme (newest first and random). Multiple replications were run so that the results could 

be averaged to reduce the impact of random job arrivals. 

Experiment 2: Variation of Fixed Replacement Interval 

Purpose 

While the first experiment was designed to demonstrate basic patterns for annual 

usage and cumulative usage-dependent costs under two different job allocation policies, 

the purpose of the second experiment was to observe how these patterns changed as the 

replacement age was varied. 

Construction 

The majority of parameters from the first experiment were retained without 

modification. The principle variable that was altered was replacement age. The 

replacement age was still held constant within a given simulation run, or replication, 
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resulting in stable cycles that could be observed. The replacement age was varied in one-

year increments from 5 years to 50 years. As in the first experiment, thirty replications 

were run using the random job allocation policy and thirty replications were run using the 

newest first policy for each of the replacement ages. 

For each replication, the simulation length in years was adjusted based upon the 

replacement age. The simulation length used was equal to three times the replacement 

age, so that two stable cycles could be observed. 

Age-dependent and cumulative usage-dependent costs are scaled in proportion to 

a typical lifetime value, measured in years. Age-dependent costs for each of the curve 

types (linear, positive concavity, negative concavity) converge to a value of one when 

this typical lifetime value is reached. Likewise, cumulative usage-dependent costs for 

each of the curve types converge to one when the cumulative usage reaches this typical 

lifetime value. If an asset is used at 100% utilization, it will reach these points at the same 

time. In the first simulation, this typical lifetime value was the same as the replacement 

age, 20 years. It remained set at 20 years for the second experiment, but its effect was 

more significant when the replacement age was varied. 

Finally, age-dependent costs were calculated in the second experiment in addition 

to annual usage and cumulative usage-dependent costs. Three age-dependent cost 

functions were included, one of each curve type. An exponential growth rate of three was 

specified for the non-linear curves. All other parameters were the same as described for 

the first experiment. 
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Additional Calculations 

In order to compare lifetime pool-wide costs for different replacement ages, 

equivalent annual costs (EACs) were calculated. Pool-wide costs were taken from the 

first stable cycle and discounted to the beginning of the cycle. Since the makeup of the 

initial pool was not changed while the replacement age was varied, it was possible that 

more replacements were made towards the beginning or end of a cycle. Discounting had 

the potential to magnify this effect, so multiple EACs were calculated for each simulation 

under observation. An EAC was calculated over a period equal in length to the 

replacement age beginning with each of the years in the first stable cycle, and all of these 

EACs were then averaged. For example, if the replacement age was 5 years, EACs would 

be calculated for years 5-9, 6-10, 7-11, 8-12, 9-13, and 10-14; they would then be 

averaged. 
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RESULTS 

Experiment 1: Annual Usage and Cumulative Usage Costs 

Usage Versus Age 

Before analysis of data on annual usage and cumulative usage-dependent costs, 

asset usage was inspected to verify the hypothesized trend. A constant usage level with 

regard to age was expected under the random allocation policy, and a decreasing usage 

level with regard to age was expected under the newest first allocation policy. The pool-

wide averages (for assets during stable cycles) confirmed this, as is shown below in 

Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Average annual usage vs. age in experiment 1 
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Further analysis of the data showed that there was considerable variation between 

curves for individual assets under the newest first job allocation policy (Figure 14), while 

the random job allocation policy resulted in minimal variation (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 14: Annual usage vs. age (newest first, individual assets) in experiment 1 
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Figure 15: Annual usage vs. age (random, individual assets) in experiment 1 
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the same cumulative usage value by the end of their 20-year life, despite the fact that end 

points for individual cumulative usage curves (Figure 17) fell above and below the dotted 

line representing cumulative usage under the random policy. 

 

Figure 16: Average cumulative usage vs. age in experiment 1 
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Figure 17: Cumulative usage vs. age (newest first, individual assets) in experiment 1 
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Figure 18: Annual usage-dependent costs vs. time in experiment 1 
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Figure 19: Cumulative usage across all active assets vs. time in experiment 1 
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Figure 20: Pool-wide cumulative usage cost difference (newest first – random) vs. year in experiment 1.i 
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Figure 21: Cumulative usage-dependent costs vs. time in experiment 1 
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Experiment 2: Variation of Fixed Replacement Interval 

Costs Prior to Discounting 

After observing different types of costs for one fixed replacement age, questions 

arise regarding how varying the replacement age will affect these costs relative to each 

other. First, undiscounted costs (costs discounted at a rate of 0%) were observed for age, 

annual usage, and cumulative usage-dependent costs. 

As the average asset age across the pool increased with a longer replacement age, 

age-dependent costs increased in a manner similar to how they might increase for an 

individual asset. Cost curves followed the shape of their cost functions (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22: Pool-wide age-dependent EAC vs. replacement age (i=0%) in experiment 2 
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Age-dependent cost curves were identical under random and newest first job 

allocation policies. This was logical; the primary effect of different job allocation policies 

is on usage, leaving age unaffected. 

Annual usage-dependent costs experienced some small shifts as replacement age 

was varied but were generally quite constant (Figure 23). These small shifts were most 

noticeable for lesser replacement ages. Varying replacement age did not contradict the 

hypotheses regarding costs generated through analysis for a single replacement age. 

Newest first remained the more cost-effective policy for a cost function of negative 

concavity, and random remained the more cost-effective policy for a cost function of 

positive concavity. The policies remained equally beneficial where the cost function was 

linear. 

 

Figure 23: Pool-wide annual usage-dependent EAC vs. replacement age (i=0%) in experiment 2 
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Annual pool-wide demand remains constant regardless of the replacement age, 

which provides insight into why the annual usage-dependent curves remained relatively 

constant. One possible explanation for the small shifts in the curves may be due to the 

fact that the same initial pool was used for all simulations. This effect will be further 

discussed in the following section. 

In contrast to annual usage-dependent costs, a clear relationship between 

cumulative usage costs and replacement age was observed. As an asset is kept for a 

longer period of time, it has the chance to accumulate additional usage. The curves in 

Figure 24 are similar in shape to their respective cost functions, as was the case for age-

dependent costs. 

 

Figure 24: Pool-wide cumulative usage-dependent EAC vs. replacement age (i=0%) in experiment 2 
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Unlike age-dependent costs, however, there was a significant difference between 

the two job allocation policies for cumulative usage-dependent costs. The gap between 

costs under the two policies widened as replacement age increased for the linear cost 

curve and the cost curve with positive concavity. For the cost curve with negative 

concavity, the cost difference between the two job allocation policies peaked around a 

replacement age of fifteen years in this case, then gradually declined. A longer lifetime 

puts an asset at a higher cumulative usage along the curve, where the marginal cost is 

smaller; hence the difference between policies is less pronounced for the cost curve with 

negative concavity. 

Experiment 2.i: Sensitivity to Initial Pool Makeup 

As can be observed from Figure 25, the initial pool of assets used in experiment 2 

resulted in distorted usage versus age curves for replacement ages greater than twenty 

years in length. Since no initial asset was older than twenty years, there was a long period 

within the fifty year cycle where no replacements were made. Without any replacements, 

the newest first curve began to resemble the random curve throughout this period. 
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Figure 25: Newest first average annual usage vs. age, by replacement age in experiment 2 
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Figure 26: Newest first average annual usage vs. age, by replacement age in experiment 2.i 
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EAC increases over time. Figure 27 demonstrates that the capital portion of the total EAC 

is consistent with these assumptions. What about maintenance costs, though? 

 

Figure 27: Replacement (capital) EAC vs. replacement age (i=3%) in experiment 2 
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Only two of the identified cost functions do not end up decreasing with respect to 

replacement age if discounting is applied: age-dependent and cumulative usage-

dependent cost functions having positive concavity. Unless these make up the dominant 

costs, the total EAC curve decreases continuously for large replacement intervals. This 

does not result in an optimal replacement age. Instead, it suggests that assets should be 

kept indefinitely. 

Using Single Replacement Age Data to Find Optimal Replacement Age 

In a practical situation, it may be tempting to take a shortcut approach to finding 

the optimal replacement age for a pool of identical assets. If past usage/cost data is 

already available for a pool of assets, finding the optimal replacement age as the 

minimum of the EAC versus age curve for the average asset may seem feasible. This 

approach is misguided, however, unless the entire pool is purchased and replaced as a 

single group.  

First, consider age-dependent costs. When looking at a pool, the sum of the ages 

of individual assets remains relatively constant from year to year (the degree of variation 

depends upon how the ages of the initial assets are distributed). In a situation analogous 

to the individual asset case – where all of the assets are purchased at the same time – the 

assets age together. The sum of their individual ages increases each year, until the 

replacement age is reached and all the assets are replaced. In both cases, each asset (along 

with its immediate predecessor or successor, perhaps) will spend exactly one year at each 

age, over the course of a cycle with length equal to the replacement age. Adding each 

year’s pool-wide age total, across all the years of one cycle, will give the same sum in 
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either case. With no discounting, both cases result in an equal EAC. However, if a 

discounting factor is applied, the pool with varied ages will have a greater EAC. The pool 

with uniform age has the majority of its cost in the discounted future, while costs for the 

pool with varied ages are more evenly distributed over time. 

Annual usage-dependent costs are affected in a different manner. If average 

individual asset data is used to calculate the EAC for a replacement age less than the 

actual replacement age under which the data was obtained, the latter portion of that 

asset’s usage versus age curve is effectively truncated. If a newest first job allocation 

policy is used, this will result in the total usage of the pool exceeding demand! 

Understandably, this will increase annual usage-dependent costs when compared to costs 

calculated at the appropriate level of usage. As a greater portion of the usage versus age 

curve is truncated, the degree of error will increase. Costs that are dependent upon 

cumulative usage will be affected by both of the factors described above. 

To demonstrate the difference between these two methods of finding the optimal 

pool-wide replacement age, an example case has been created. Data for the individual 

asset case was obtained from experiment 2.i., with a replacement age of fifty years. Costs 

for all assets in the stable cycles were averaged against age, and multiplied by twenty (the 

pool size) for direct comparison to pool-wide values. 

A linear combination of multiple cost categories was taken to calculate a total 

cost. An annual usage-dependent cost function with positive concavity was given a 

relative weighting of ten, and a cumulative usage-dependent cost function with positive 

concavity was given a relative weighting of two. Capital costs were given a relative 
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weighting of fifteen, and a discounting rate of 3% was applied. The results are shown in 

Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28: Comparison of EACs calculated from average individual asset and pool-wide using experiment 2.i data 
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replacement history. A fifth curve was included in the plot, using average individual asset 

costs from a simulation with a twenty year replacement age. This curve diverged from the 

individual asset curve with a fifty year replacement age. If data that had been collected 

under a replacement age of twenty years was used, it would not be at all clear what the 

optimal replacement age should be. Extrapolating the curve above might even suggest 

that keeping assets indefinitely would minimize total costs. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Hypotheses were generated regarding the differences for a variety of cost types 

under two job allocation policies: random and newest first. These hypotheses assumed a 

fixed replacement age and were based upon hypothesized differences in asset usage 

versus age curves. They also assumed a stable replacement cycle, eliminating the 

otherwise unpredictable effects of initial state variable values for the initial pool of assets. 

Results of statistical simulation confirmed these hypotheses for each of the cost types 

analyzed. The findings are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Minimum cost job allocation policies by cost category under fixed-age replacement 

  Cost Curve Shape, with Respect to Cost Category 

  

 
(Linear) 

 
(Negative 

Concavity) 

 
(Positive 

Concavity) 

C
o
st

 

C
a
te

g
o
ry

 Constant* Either 

Age-Dependent Either Either Either 

Annual Usage-Dependent Either Newest First Random 

Cumulative Usage-Dependent Random Random Random 

*Cost curve shapes are not applicable to the constant cost category 

 

If the total annual cost for an asset is generated from a linear combination of more 

than one of the cost categories described above, the conclusions from Table 2 can be used 

to find the optimal job allocation policy qualitatively, as summarized in Table 3. For 

example, consider a pool of assets where total annual maintenance costs have been 

broken down into two categories (e.g., fuel costs and repair costs) – costs A and B, 

respectively. If cost A is an annual usage-dependent cost with positive concavity and cost 

B is a cumulative usage-dependent cost with positive concavity, Table 2 indicates that the 
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random allocation policy would be preferable in order to minimize both cost A and cost 

B. By looking up the intersection of optimal policies (random and random) for costs A 

and B, respectively, in Table 3, it can be found that the random allocation policy would 

also minimize total annual maintenance costs. On the other hand, if cost A had been 

annual usage-dependent with negative concavity, Table 3 would tell us that an answer 

could not be found qualitatively (the optimal allocation policy would depend upon the 

particular parameters). If more than two types of costs are linearly combined to obtain the 

total cost, Table 3 can be used iteratively by taking two costs at a time. It was shown that 

statistical simulation could be used to obtain quantitative results demonstrating the 

difference between allocation policies. 

Table 3: Minimum cost job allocation policies for a linear combination of cost categories 

  Optimal Policy for Cost A 

  Newest First Random Either 

O
p
ti

m
a
l 

P
o
li

cy
 f

o
r 

C
o
st

 B
 

Newest First Newest First Depends upon 

parameters 

Newest First 

Random Depends upon 

parameters 

Random Random 

Either Newest First Random Either 

 

The differences in pool-wide costs between job allocation policies were also 

investigated as the replacement age was varied. Due to the complexity of these costs, 

statistical simulation was used to observe the results. 

For each cost category identified in Table 2, the optimal allocation policy 

remained the same regardless of replacement age. Annual usage-dependent costs with 

negative concavity were the only category where the newest first allocation policy proved 

to be most cost-effective; in all other cases, the random policy was preferable or the two 

policies resulted in equal costs. Unless annual usage-dependent costs with negative 
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concavity dominate a particular linear combination total cost, the random allocation 

policy will always result in lesser total costs. It follows that the optimal replacement age 

will be smaller under the newest first policy than it would be under the random policy 

unless annual usage-dependent costs with negative concavity are dominant. 

The magnitude of the various costs changed in differing ways with respect to 

replacement age. All annual usage-dependent costs remained relatively constant, 

regardless of replacement age. Age and cumulative usage-dependent costs varied in a 

manner that was representative of the shape of their cost function curves. Furthermore, 

the difference in costs between allocation policies increased with respect to replacement 

age for cumulative usage-dependent costs where the cost function was linear or of 

positive concavity. The difference in costs narrowed with respect to replacement age for 

cumulative usage-dependent costs where the cost function had negative concavity. 

Discounting some cost categories was found to result in unlimited economic life 

for an asset. Of the cost categories described in Table 2, only two did not result in costs 

that eventually began to decline with respect to replacement age after discounting: age-

dependent and cumulative usage-dependent costs with positive concavity. 

Finally, the method used in this study to find an optimal replacement age was 

contrasted with another approach. In this alternate approach, average asset cost data was 

taken from a pool with an established replacement policy. That data was used to calculate 

an EAC versus age curve, which was then used to find an optimal replacement age. This 

alternate approach was shown to be misguided. Age-dependent costs within a pool of 

assets of varying age behave differently when discounted than age-dependent costs for an 
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individual asset. Usage-dependent costs also behave differently; since asset usage within 

the pool is constrained to meet demand, asset usage is interdependent within the pool. 

There are many opportunities for further investigation based upon the results of 

this study. Additional sensitivity analysis could be conducted on the effects of the 

makeup of the initial pool on costs under different allocation policies. Random and 

newest first job allocation policies could be evaluated under other replacement policies. 

In particular, analysis of costs under a budget-constrained replacement policy would be 

valuable, since many organizations operate under internal or external capital constraints. 

Due to the complexity of calculations in such a situation, statistical simulation would 

likely be a valuable tool. Finally, valuable research might be conducted on the best 

manner of fitting actual cost data to the cost categories described in Table 2. 
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